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NEW QUESTION: 1

Identify four features provided by the Review Work Order Costs
UI when displaying work order
A. Incremental Costs
B. Variable Costs
C. Output Costs
D. Standard Cost variances
E. Input Costs
F. Scrap Costs
Answer: B,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given:
class Worker extends Thread {
CyclicBarrier cb;
public Worker(CyclicBarrier cb) { this.cb = cb; }
public void run () {
try {
cb.await();
System.out.println("Worker...");
} catch (Exception ex) { }
}
}
class Master implements Runnable { //line n1
public void run () {
System.out.println("Master...");
}
}
and the code fragment:
Master master = new Master();
//line n2
Worker worker = new Worker(cb);
worker.start();
You have been asked to ensure that the run methods of both the
Worker and Master classes are executed.
Which modification meets the requirement?
A. At line n2, insert CyclicBarrier cb = new CyclicBarrier(2,
master);
B. At line n2, insert CyclicBarrier cb = new CyclicBarrier(1,
master);
C. Replace line n1 with class Master extends Thread {
D. At line n2, insert CyclicBarrier cb = new
CyclicBarrier(master);
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two actions restrict access to router R1 by SSH? (Choose
two.)

A. Configure transport output ssh on line vty and remove
sequence 20 from access list 100.
B. Configure transport output ssh on line vty and remove
sequence 10 from access list 199.
C. Remove sequence 10 from access list 100 and add sequence 20
deny tcp any any eq telnet to access list 199
D. Configure transport input ssh on line vty and remove
sequence 30 from access list 100.
E. Remove class-map ANY from service-policy CoPP
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
To only allow SSH to R1, we have to: + Deny Telnet in ACL 100
because the action of class-map: PERMIT is "permit" + Permit
Telnet in ACL 199 because the action of class-map: ANY is
"drop" But:
+ In ACL 100 there is a permit statement for Telnet traffic "20
permit tcp any any eq telnet (5 matches)" which is not correct
so we must remove this statement. + In ACL 199 there is an ACL
statement "10 deny tcp any eq telnet any (50 matches)". This
statement is aimed for Telnet traffic leaving R1 which is not
correct so we must remove this statement.
Note: + The command "transport output telnet ssh" allows telnet
and SSH from this device (to other devices). + Telnet is TCP
port 23. + When using Telnet on source port, it affects Telnet
traffic leaving from R1.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D
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